We are delighted to host the following participants to this year’s Networking Sessions

From Mars to Pencil

Shalom Kweller, Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design
and Zvi Halbrecht, Hadera Democratic School,
GigaPan: Historic building renovation and workshops
Bezalel Academy

http://gigapan.com/gigapans/110156

Gal Kol, Digital Studios

http://www.gal-kol.co.il

The Israel Gerontological Data Center (IGDC)
provides a comprehensive bibliographic database and up-to-date statistical tables, as well as harmonized and linked databases.
The Center also coordinates SHARE-Israel

http://igdc.huji.ac.il
ARTSIGNET
a secure system of artwork authentication and registration, Tsvi Gassner / ARTSIGNET CEO
http://www.artsignet.com

3D Scanning with the hand held Mantis System
Sharon Tzvielli, Marketing Communications Manager, Mantis Vision
http://www.mantis-vision.com/

Location Based Services and Personalise Museum Information Systems
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Sieck, Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft Berlin, “Koscher & Co”
(recipe) The Jewish Museum, Berlin
The Jewish Telegraphic Agency Digital News Archive – Stories since 1923
Adam Soclof, Digital Archive Coordinator, JTA

http://archive.jta.org/

DB Digital, Gil Toren, Archiving Concepts

http://www.dbdigital.co.il

The problem of preservation of the interval system of Azerbaijani traditional music
Imina Aliyeva, Baku Academy of Music named after U. Hajibeyli